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Hustle bustle on the floor

A Day at School

The preschoolers were thrilled and
Garo’s Great Games (Sports Day)
excited through the month for
Sports Day was awe- inspiring,
various events.
Newsletter 2013-2014 Week 1where Sr. Kg children displayed a
flawless March Past and Jr. Kg
Origami Day
children executed a well-practiced
drill depicting the various
When you fold a piece of paper,
‘Expressions’ a child gives/ shows/
you’re essentially changing the
experiences during a school day.

memory of that piece.
– Eric Demaine

Ball Dribbling Display – Sr. Kg
Yoga, Gymnastic and Ball Dribbling
display by Jr. Kg and Sr. Kg
children was astounding.

March Past by Sr. Kg
‘Ori’ meaning folding, and
‘kami’ meaning paper, the art that
originated from Japanese culture.
Sr. Kg children enjoyed learning
various paper folds and made
colourful Tulip flowers to
celebrate this ancient art.
Button Day

Playgroup Race – Concepts

Drill – Jr. Kg
Nursery Race – Fine Motor Skills

Yoga – Jr. Kg

The little artists of Nursery
celebrated this day by using
buttons artistically to create
masterpieces and proudly flaunted
their creations.

Jr. Kg Race – Non – Fire Cooking
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Movie time

Square Dance Day

Newsletter 2013-2014 Week 1

Sr. Kg Race – Important and
Special Days

All children across the floor
participated in races depicting how
they spend their day in school –
doing various activities to
academics, celebrating special days
to dispersal, children enjoyed
being on toes.

As part of Children’s Day, Nursery
to Sr. Kg children embarked on a
quest full of thrill, laughter and
adventure while watching the movie
‘Finding Dory’. Playgroup children
were glued to their seats as they
watched the movie ‘The Good
Dinosaur’.
Make your own Head Day

Accompanied by jolly, lively music
on guitars, fiddles, accordions &
bagpipes, Jr. Kg and Sr. Kg children
enjoyed dancing this new form of
traditional paired folk dance with
their friends.
Chefs in the making
Our little master chefs made
mouthwatering healthy recipes.
Star shaped sandwich, Masala
papad, fruit custard and cream
cracker pizza was made & relished
by Playgroup, Nursery, Jr. Kg and
Sr. Kg children respectively.

Parents Race – Hoop Loop
Parents’ participation and
enthusiasm was commendable.
Go For a Ride Day

The more I see, the more I
learn…
The budding Picassos’ of Jr. Kg
showcased their creativity as they
enjoyed tracing their friends face
and adding up features to complete
their respective faces.

Tiny tots of Playgroup had a day
off from their regular routine and
enjoyed a long bus ride with their
friends on the open roads early
morning.

Children enjoyed watching a skit
based on Jataka Tales – ‘The
Elephant and the Dog’ enacted by
teachers.
As part of ongoing topic ‘Food’, our
Jr. Kg and Sr. Kg children learnt
about Table Manners and
Etiquettes, demonstrated by the
teachers.
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Department of E.C.C.Ed

Listen: With some
questions, you may be
tempted to jump in and give
the “right” answer. But
your kid learns better from
Newsletter 2013-2014 Week 1
a good conversation where
you foster a healthy
discussion.
 Younger ones first: If you
have a toddler or
The trainees, on successfully
preschooler, you may have
completing their course, conducted
the best luck with having
an exhibition to display their
your youngest child go first
teaching aids on various topics
because otherwise, they
given to them during the course.
tend to just repeat what
They attended their Convocation
the person before them
Ceremony and Campus Interviews.
said. Which is still
We wish them good luck for their
adorable, but it’s also fun
future endeavours.
to hear what’s bouncing
around inside that growing
little mind.
 I don’t know: If your kid
says, “I don’t know,” explain
that there’s no right or
wrong answer. You just
As simple as that…
want to hear their ideas. If
During a general conversation,
they still have nothing, you
teacher asked Viha Shah of Sr. Kg
can say, “We’ll give you a
C, “Tell me the name of your elder
minute and come back to
sister’s Sr. Kg teacher…”
you” then move to the next
Viha replied, “How will I know? I
person at the table.
was not born at that time.”
 Surprising answer: If your
kid’s answer happens
to shock you, try saying
“Hmm” or “Interesting” –
something noncommittal to
give you time to collect
yourself. If you freak out
on your kid, they’ll clam up.
These conversations should
How to encourage your child to
be fun, not stressful!
give more than one word answer
You can read the complete article
during a conversation?
on
https://happyyouhappyfamily.com/
To keep the conversation moving
conversation-starters-for-kids/
with your kids, here are a few tips:

Health Tip



What are the signs of
dehydration?
 Dry, cracked lips and a dry
mouth


A decrease in urine output,
no urine for 8 to 12 hours,
or dark-coloured urine



Drowsiness or irritability



Cold or dry skin



Low energy levels, seeming
very weak or limp



No tears when crying

The recommended daily amount of
fluids is:
5 to 8 years old: 5 glasses (1 litre)
9 to 12 years old: 7 glasses (1.5
litres)
13+ years old: 8 to 10 glasses (2
litres)
December chills and thrills are:
Date
Day
Level
Event
1st

Fri

Sr.
Kg

Square Dance
Day

18th

Mon

All

20th

Wed

All

Grand
RehearsalConcert
Christmas party

21st

Thurs

23rd

Sat

Sr.
Kg
All

Crossword
Puzzle Day
Concert

25th

Mon

All

Christmas
vacation begins
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